
Checklist for CCMP facilitators

Stage one | Envisioning the church for integral mission
The church develops its vision as well as that of its immediate community, committing to use CCMP as a tool to

achieve the vision, by ministering to its immediate community in an integral way.

Activity Completed

Developing a vision with the church leaders / the church, including:
● facilitation of the six questions

Introducing integral mission, including:
● understanding poverty as broken relationships
● the mandate of the church to restore broken relationships
● John 10:10
● Luke 4:14-21

Introducing the nine aspects of holistic well-being and how these link to integral
mission

Introducing CCMP as a tool for practising mission, including:
● the objectives of CCMP, the nine pillars, the five stages, expected outcomes,

challenges and implications of implementing CCMP
● the group’s acceptance of CCMP and commitment to using it
● the development of an action plan

Producing a holistic vision statement for the church and the community, using all
nine aspects of well-being

Indicators that the envisioning section is complete:

1. The church has developed a holistic vision statement for the church and the community,
using all nine aspects of well-being from the Light Wheel.

2. There is an acceptance of and commitment to use CCMP as a tool to live out integral mission.
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Stage one | Foundational Bible studies
The church understands its biblical mandate for holistic ministry to its immediate community and commits to

engage in integral mission in a practical way, and thus truly becomes salt and light to the community.

Activity Completed

Foundational Bible study 1 – God’s purpose for humankind

Foundational Bible study 2 – God’s vision for his people

Foundational Bible study 3 – pictures of the church

Foundational Bible study 4 – the ministry of Jesus

Foundational Bible study 5 – the church as salt and light

Envisioning for holistic ministry, including:
● the development of a revised holistic vision statement for the church and

community, ensuring that all nine aspects of well-being are represented

Indicator that the foundational Bible studies section is complete:

1. The church has developed a revised holistic vision for the church and the community.
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Stage one | Resource mobilisation
The church discovers that God has given it the resources to meet its needs and begins to use them to meet the

needs. The church acquires confidence to ‘awaken’ its immediate community to also begin to address its

poverty using the God-given resources.

Activity Completed

Introducing the concept of ‘resources’ and how to use them to address needs

Resource mobilisation Bible study 1 – Jesus raises Lazarus from the dead

Resource mobilisation Bible study 2 – Jesus feeds five thousand people

Resource mobilisation Bible study 3 – Elisha, the widow and her oil

Identifying needs

Prioritising needs

Matching local resources to needs

Planning for the projects identified and agreed on

Selecting a committee to oversee project implementation

Training the committee(s) to oversee project implementation

Indicators that the resource mobilisation section is complete:

1. There is evidence of smaller projects being initiated by individuals and the church.
2. Marginalised groups are participating and are empowered.
3. Local resources have been matched to identified needs.
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Stage one | Relationship-building
The church understands the biblical perspective for relationship-building with its immediate community and

prepares to begin engaging the community in practical ways.

Activity Completed

Relationship-building Bible study – who is my neighbour?

Clear definition of ‘immediate community’

Implementing a well-structured community entry plan

Meeting between church and community takes place

Facilitating ‘Build a fire!’ – lighting the development fire

Church is building relationships with other churches in the community

Selecting and training CCRePs

Indicators that the relationship building section is complete:

1. Minutes of the meeting between church and community have been completed.
2. A list of CCRePs trained has been made.
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Stage two | Church and community description
The church and community ‘read into’ the reality of their situation and desire to transform it.

Activity Completed

Understanding a biblical perspective for description

History tool 1 – church and community history map

History tool 2 – church and community history narrative

History tool 3 – historical trends of events

History tool 4 – river of life

Current situation tool 1 – general map/picture

Current situation tool 2 – church and community resources map

Current situation tool 3 – seasonal calendar

Current situation tool 4 – typical day

Current situation tool 5 – song

Current situation tool 6 – drama

Processing the ten tools through the lens of the nine aspects of well-being, and
documenting the learning

Completing the general baseline with all nine aspects of well-being included

Indicator that the church and community description section is complete:

1. A general baseline has been completed, with all nine Light Wheel aspects of well-being
present.
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Stage three | Information-gathering
The church and community will have accurate information that truly describes their situation and, when

analysed, will enable them to make transformed decisions.

Activity Completed

Selecting and training information-gathering teams

Selecting tables through the lens of the nine aspects of well-being

Collecting and validating information, the means of validation being agreed by the
community

Indicator that the information-gathering stage is complete:

1. Information has been validated.
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Stage four | Information analysis
The church and community deeply understand their situation and are motivated to positively and holistically

transform it.

Activity Completed

Analysing of each table is completed through the lens of the Light Wheel

Conducting problem tree, and discovering and documenting root causes

Identifying solutions

Completing full baseline report, with all nine aspects of well-being included

Indicator that the information analysis stage is complete:

1. A specific baseline has been completed with all nine aspects of well-being represented.
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Stage five | Decision making
The church and community make informed decisions that if implemented will cause transformation of their

situation in a holistic and God-honoring manner.

Activity Completed

Understanding a biblical perspective for decision

Decision 1 – to change or not to change?

Decision 2 – ‘dreaming dreams’, using all nine aspects of well-being

Decision 3 – prioritising the desired changes

Decision 4 – setting goals

Decision 5 – determining indicators, using all nine aspects of well-being

Decision 6 – designing monitoring systems

Decision 7 – action planning, using all nine aspects of well-being

Decision 8 – selecting structures to oversee implementation of the action plans

Indicators that the decision making stage is complete:

1. A dream map has been completed through the lens of the Light Wheel.
2. An action plan has been developed.
3. There is progress in the implementation of the action plan.
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